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This issue of Ka Mate Ka Ora is dedicated to the memory of Hilary Chung, our fellow editor, who 

died on 16th August 2020, as the issue was being prepared for publication. 

Tributes below from Murray Edmond, Michele Leggott, Jacob Edmond, Lisa Samuels and Mark 

Amsler. 
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* 

 

Murray Edmond: 

 

Hilary has been part of the editorial team of Ka Mate Ka Ora from its beginning, 15 years ago. It is 

with great sadness that we mark Hilary’s passing.  Her contributions to the magazine encapsulate both 

her spirit and her interests. For the fourth issue, Hilary contributed the editorial comments under the 

heading, ‘Going Somewhere New’. This phrase, ‘going somewhere new’, conveys the spirit of her 

adventurous pursuit of learning and knowledge. She came to Aotearoa from study at Durham 

University in England to take up a post in Chinese in Asian Languages at the University of Auckland 

in 1999. I met Hilary when I saw she was delivering a talk about écriture feminine for a staff seminar 

and went along to my first encounter with her lively and wide-ranging intelligences. Her essays on the 

Chinese poets Yang Lian and Gu Cheng appeared in issues #2 (‘Wintering in Auckland: Yang Lian’s 

“Winter Garden” and “Sea of Dead Lambs”’ 

http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/kmko/02/ka_mate02_chung.pdf )  

and #11 (‘Ghosts in the City: The Auckland Exile of Yang Lian and Gu Cheng,’ 

http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/kmko/11/ka_mate11_chung.pdf ).   

 

Hilary facilitated the start of the Tapa Notebooks project of the New Zealand Electronic Poetry Centre 

by getting Yang Lian’s notebook back from him in London, where he was then living. And I recall 

her MC’ing Yang Lian’s Auckland University poetry reading held at Old Government House during 

the Poetics of Exile conference, which she created and ran with Mike Hanne. (A tribute from Mike 

Hanne appears on this University of Auckland site:  https://www.forevermissed.com/hilary-

chung/about) With Jacob Edmond, Hilary translated, edited, and introduced Yang Lian’s book of 

Auckland poems, Unreal City: a Chinese Poet in Auckland (Auckland UP, 2006). Jacob Edmond has 

contributed below to our memorial celebration of Hilary’s life and work. Hilary’s scholarship in 

Modernist Chinese literature and in diasporic Chinese writing in English, especially in Aotearoa, were 

central to her research interests. Both as a person and as a scholar, Hilary’s insights and competencies 

will be impossible to duplicate. 

 

It had been Hilary’s plan to move, with her Canadian partner Trevor Hardy and her daughter Mia, to 

Canada and, in 2014, planning was underway for this. But, in 2015, Hilary was diagnosed with breast 

cancer. Despite being aware that the treatments she received would not get rid of the cancer, she 

undertook new adventures. Hilary had been Head of the School of Asian Studies at the University of 

Auckland from 2011 to 2013.  Now she became Director of the innovative Global Studies programme 

at the University, which commenced teaching in 2017, and she continued to work at installing this 

successful venture until very recently. 

http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/kmko/02/ka_mate02_chung.pdf
http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/kmko/11/ka_mate11_chung.pdf
https://www.forevermissed.com/hilary-chung/about
https://www.forevermissed.com/hilary-chung/about
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what we thought we understood long ago   was lost long ago 

no one can turn away from the sea 

see oneself with one’s own eyes standing on the steep cliffs of the shore 

measure with one’s eye how one drop of water flows impossible into another 

in what time is the transition to burial 

like a shadow   stripped from a tree trunk lit by sunlight 
Yang Lian, ‘The Shore of Time 2’, trans.  

Hilary Chung and Jacob Edmond 

 

Haere haere haere, e hoa,  

Ko koe te tauira hīkaka, ko koe te tohunga tino mōhio hoki. 

Te aroha me te pōuri ki a koe. 

 

* 

 

Michele Leggott: 

 

It is National Poetry Day 2005, a crisp morning in July. Chalk poems by students of English 347 

Poetry off the Page are going down on pavements all over the University of Auckland main campus. 

Board members of the New Zealand Electronic Poetry Centre (nzepc) have also been invited to get 

poems into public spaces, and here is Hilary, chalk bucket to hand, bicycle propped up nearby, on her 

hands and knees outside St Andrew’s in Alten Rd, chalking a poem by Yang Lian in Mandarin. 

Photographer Tim Page, on his first day as a multimedia specialist at the University of Auckland, 

drops to his knees to get an action shot of Hilary’s poem as it appears line by line. ‘Why here?’ he 

asks Hilary, ‘And who is Yang Lian?’ Hilary points to the stone outside St Andrew’s commemorating 

those who lost their lives in Tiananmen Square 4 June 1989 and explains Yang’s role in getting the 

stone installed outside the church. ‘He was here in 1989, a guest of the university, couldn’t go back to 

China and became an exile in Auckland.’ Hilary and Tim start a fifteen-year friendship as the shutter 

clicks and clicks over the colourful Mandarin characters. 
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Hilary, July 2005, chalking Yang Lian poem on pavement. (Photo: Tim Page) 

See: http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/features/leaflets/index.asp 
 

It is 2009, a sunny morning in April. The editorial meeting has been called at Phillip Ave, Glen Eden, 

where Murray is recovering at home from surgery. It is Hilary who said: ‘If Murray can’t come to the 

issue, let’s take the issue to him.’ So here we are in her zippy little car, heading west with a pile of 

contributions for the Ka Mate Ka Ora #7 colloquium ‘1,000 Words or a Picture: Could Poetry be a 

Contemporary Art?’ We pick up goodies on the way and at Joanna’s direction a loaf from Wild 

Wheat. The morning passes happily, then there is lunch and more directions to a local orchard plus 

some letters to post. Hilary and I head back to the city, colloquium sorted, the car accommodating 

also the words (and pictures) of Pam Brown; Martin Edmond; Sue Fitchett; Brian Flaherty; Tony 

Green; Paul Hartigan; David Howard; Lesley Kaiser and John Barnett; Jan Kemp; Richard Killeen; 

Cilla McQueen; Selina Tusitala Marsh and Tim Page; Ann Poulsen; Jack Ross; Lisa Samuels; Helen 

Sword; Fredrika van Elburg; Ruth Watson and Albert Wendt. Later I send Murray and Hilary a small 

poem that commemorates change of season, working friendships, enduring conversation:  

 

as the car flies  
 
it’s no distance to the orchard  

where Mrs D asks her son    how many left  

and his voice from the darkness of the shed  

maybe a couple of weeks    these were on the tree  

http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/features/leaflets/index.asp
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yesterday    we take two bags and head back  

to the city    leaving you to have a lie down  

and rethread the silence that preceded  

our visit    my friend you are a voice  

against a dark red wall and we have covered  

the important and unimportant things  

that brought us to your door    last tomatoes  

next book    a sunny room where white gloves  

bring huge prints from their envelopes  

we take letters to post and you give directions  

to Dragicevichs’    sweet, crisp  

there are no other words    the trip you will make  

into the northern summer    and the return  

you stand in sunlight beside the small car  

no longer invisible    and when we say goodbye  

I am holding an armful of peonies  
 Heartland (2014) 

   

* 

 

Jacob Edmond: 

 

Twenty years ago, a new door in my life opened when I entered the office of one Hilary Chung, a new 

lecturer in Chinese who had recently arrived in the country. I still recall pitching to her what I only 

much later realised was an extraordinarily eccentric PhD project, involving disparate contemporary 

poets writing in Chinese, Russian, and English.  

 

Luckily for me, Hilary was not only, as she later put it, ‘the only potential supervisor with the 

requisite expertise in New Zealand’, but was also willing to use that expertise in both Chinese and 

Russian to guide me through a four-year-long comparative project that I would very likely have 

struggled to get past the gate-keepers at most universities around the world. Even then, I doubt I 

would have started, let alone finished, the project without Hilary’s enthusiastic response that first day 

in the tower block on Symonds St where Asian Studies was then housed.  

 

Since learning of Hilary’s death, I have kept returning to our first meeting. She was enthusiastic, 

energetic, and she conveyed to me a sense that anything was possible. This sense manifested not just 

in her ability to enable me and others to pursue our goals but also in her sharp ear for bullshit and her 
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refusal to accept lazy modes of thinking and writing, including, frequently, my own. I know my 

experience of Hilary as a supervisor was shared because of the many beautiful testimonies to her 

written by the almost twenty other PhD students whom she supervised over the subsequent two 

decades. But I also know that she didn’t just offer this support to her own students. I remember the 

thought and energy with which she responded to three of my PhD students at the 2017 NZASIA Pre-

conference Postgraduate Workshop at the University of Otago in Dunedin. Her generosity and 

incisiveness that day reminded me again of how lucky I was to have had Hilary as a supervisor.  

 

My most intense period of collaboration with Hilary came, however, not during my PhD but 

immediately afterwards, in 2005, when she and I collaborated on translating and editing a collection 

of Auckland writings by the poet Yang Lian 杨炼. I was already teaching at Otago by that time, and I 

vividly recall our long telephone discussions about the best translation of a tricky word or phrase. It 

was Hilary who led this work of translation, and once again it was her drive and passion that got the 

project over the line.  

 

The building where I first met Hilary is a few minutes’ walk away from the Symonds St Cemetery 

and Grafton Bridge, landmarks that are central to the geography of Yang Lian’s Auckland writings 

and which may well also have featured in Hilary’s first experiences of the city after she moved to 

Aotearoa in 1999. Perhaps it was their shared experience of the city as somewhere strange and new 

that led Hilary to pay particular attention to Yang Lian’s Auckland work. Writing in this journal in 

2012, Hilary described how ‘for Yang Lian confronting the trauma of exile in Auckland meant not 

only confronting the alienating environment of Auckland city with its dead volcanoes, 

incomprehensible street signs and unfamiliar intimacy with the sea, but developing a new relationship 

with the language of poetry such that home and identity came to be located in language itself’. Hilary 

was no exile, and she probably experienced the marks of British colonialism in language, street 

names, and culture as uncannily similar, rather than bewilderingly different. And yet, Auckland was 

still a strange city for her when I met her not long after her arrival. And she too forged a home and 

identity not just through family and place, but also in ‘language itself’, in her work and words as a 

scholar and translator. 

 

Hilary died at the end of a long winter. Now, as I write, I look out on a flare of kōwhai blossom that 

seems only to reinforce the bitter truth of her words: ‘In winter the semblance of death is belied by the 

possibility of spring but flowers seem possible only in dreams.’ 

 

* 

 

http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/kmko/11/ka_mate11_chung.pdf
http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/kmko/11/ka_mate11_chung.pdf
http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/kmko/02/ka_mate02_chung.pdf
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Lisa Samuels: 

 

Hilary is a dynamo: present tense because people live as long as their actions and love vibrate in the 

world. Her electric sparks animated Global Studies into existence, accompanied (and translated!) 

other academics mediating between China and New Zealand either virtually or actually, supported 

Comparative Literature’s continuities amidst budget decimations and institutional struggle, and 

showed how much one should keep living, really living, as long as possible in relation with other 

beings and ideas. Her devoted work with her home university is a model for hope in the face of 

dubious prospects and for sagacious compromise in the face of questioning looks. It’s wonderful to 

work with someone who believes that a programme of action is a work in the world, who understands 

that making relational events is like making humans into beautiful art forms during those events. I 

will miss her energy and bright looks and clear talks. I will remember our talks in the OGH café and 

in offices planning KMKO issues in the early days. I will continue to know her by her outlines 

vibrating in the places where those who know her and love her abide.  

 

* 

 

Mark Amsler:  

 

Hilary Chung was a collaborator. Well, that’s not quite right, because you can’t collaborate alone. 

Hilary and I were collaborators. The past tense makes that harder for me to say. 

 

Hilary and I discovered each other on the picket line. I, my partner, and my son had  arrived in 

Auckland in 2006. Hilary and I briefly connected a few times over our shared intellectual excitement 

for comparative literature. But in 2010 the top-level administration at the University of Auckland was 

engaged in increasingly hostile negotiations with the academic and professional staff union (TEU) to 

agree to their proposed changes to the terms and conditions of the academic collective agreement. 

Academics began to push back and voice their views in more public activism, including calling for 

work stoppages and protests in front of the Vice-Chancellor’s office. Hilary and I found ourselves 

side by side in the rotunda of the ClockTower calling out union chants and carrying signs protesting 

the administration’s attempts to restrict academic decision making. When I and another TEU member 

began writing and circulating email critiques of the claims and information the VC was putting forth 

through official University channels, I frequently discussed our texts with Hilary. She was a savvy 

reader of bureaucratese. She had a sharp nose for sorting out the bullshit and a good eye for stylistic 

devices which capture the mood of a fact. So Hilary and I ended up talking a lot about academic 

administration and ‘leadership’. She was skeptical, well, cynical, really, of the sort of entrepreneurial 

leadership framework being circulated around apparently to entice some of our colleagues looking for 
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a new role in the university. Leadership for Hilary meant something else. It meant encouraging people 

to actually do  intellectual, fun, potentially lifechanging thinking. I began to understand that despite 

our partisan union activism, Hilary also liked the challenge of academic administration because of the 

work, the teaching, learning and research it can make possible. 

 

So that’s how we became collaborators. Once we connected with our love of comparative literature 

and culture, we taught together, brainstormed CompLit programmes together, and supervised a 

number of doctoral students together, both in Comparative Literature and Asian Studies. Our 

academic backgrounds are quite different, hers in Asian studies and Chinese language and literature 

(and French and Russian and feminist theory and criticism), mine in medieval literatures and 

linguistics (and critical theory). We also jointly discovered our quite different theoretical interests and 

critical predilections set us up to complement each other’s intellectual curiosity and encourage our 

explorations of linguistic meaning and textual experience beyond where we had started out. Hilary 

also challenged me to learn about the history of Chinese literature, whether ancient or contemporary. 

As a collaborator, Hilary was nothing short of enthusiastic, patient, and, off and on, cagey. She knew 

when to take something on and when to let it go. That’s how we shared the work. Collaborating with 

Hilary over the past decade has been one of the interesting experiences of my academic life. People 

often think of academic collaboration in terms of ‘writing together’. But when I think about my 

experiences with Hilary, I realise that almost all the work we’ve done together has been talking and 

reading rather than writing, at least between ourselves and with our students.  

 

For us, supervising PhD students is a one-at-a-time activity because each student is a different 

question and a different possibility. Hilary has been a passionate advocate for comparative literary 

and cultural studies. Comparative across times and spaces, across languages and social identities. 

When reviewing applications for admission to the sometimes struggling CompLit PhD programme, 

Hilary was especially adept at looking beneath the proposed research project and trying to intuit the 

prospective student’s potential for the kind of complex theory and criticism we were trying to 

encourage. The result was we were able to admit a steady stream of earnest researchers. Our approach 

to admissions was like trying to read a compass with three vectors, Hilary’s, the applicant’s, and 

mine. When we discussed individual applications and research statements, we imagined them not as 

essays written for potential publication but as mindstorms seeking ground. When the admitted 

doctoral student arrived, we talked to them about possibilities in order to help them enrich their 

questions, read more closely and more broadly, and research their English, Taiwanese and Mandarin 

texts with sharper critical eyes. Hilary regularly pushed students not so much to ‘do more’ but to look 

deeper. When that worked, students caught Hilary’s enthusiasm and made it their own. That’s how 

they could survive the long doctoral research slog. Many of the students we admitted came from 

Mainland China or Taiwan backgrounds, so we were also helping them bridge to a very different 
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cultural with different intellectual expectations. Hilary’s first-hand knowledge of those contexts and 

her subtle way of at the same time decentring those contexts gave the students permission to 

reimagine their own positions. Inevitably, the students we supervised together ended up rethinking 

their initial research proposals. ‘Let’s talk and think it again,’ she’d say. That was our plan all along. 

 

We thrived on collaborative supervision. The Graduate School forms and percentages of supervision 

‘time’ or ‘responsibility’ don’t tell the story. Those numbers are the administered marks of academic 

workload organised by spreadsheet management to give people ‘credit’ for supervising graduate 

student research. The goal, theoretically, is righteous: to account for academic labour and ensure that 

workload is equitably distributed. But the numbers are not the experience. Hilary’s contributions were 

always uncountable.  

 

Hilary was a true collaborator. Most spectacularly, her enthusiasm and commitment to collaboration 

and meaningful institutional organising made possible the Faculty of Arts new Global Studies degree 

programme. For me, our collaborations worked because she enjoyed the give and take of conversation 

and thinking together, which are not necessarily the same thing. The excitement of working out ideas 

and possibilities kept us talking together after our students had left to struggle again with their 

research questions. If only for a while, the students’ topics became our topics, their questions became 

our questions, which usually morphed into different questions, our questions. Hilary enjoyed 

reframing questions and ideas which in turn she made sure we brought back to the doctoral students in 

our supervision meetings and draft sessions. 

 

Working closely and regularly with someone on shared topics and materials takes time. Especially if 

you don’t share all the same backgrounds and assumptions. Of course, that’s the condition of 

collaboration, and Hilary was a true collaborator. Both of us are talkers, but I think we found it 

surprisingly easy and increasingly productive to listen to each other as well. Listening was something 

I learned to value most when collaborating with Hilary. Highly trained academics are used to 

speaking with authority about their chosen fields. Listening to another means changing your 

orientation. Hilary always invited changing one’s orientation, including her own. She was a good 

listener, a good talker, a true collaborator. Now, the together has been suspended, but Hilary’s 

enthusiasms are contagious and her projects have become part of people’s lives. 
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